Feel
nature

Feel nature
under your feet
Welcome a touch of nature into
your bathroom. Experience the
gentle feel of natural materials
that endure even in demanding
environments.
What do we ask of the materials we choose for our drain cover designs? We ask a lot.
They have to endure daily use in wet conditions and become a natural part of the designs.
With these criteria, we looked for wood material partners to join us in creating our Natural
Collection. The right choice of wood introduces a gentle sense of nature to the shower space.
Our drain solution, Vieser One, serves for decades, so lasting quality is a must on the surface
too. Even though we’ve made our drain covers easy to replace, they have to look beautiful and
feel perfect for as long as they are at the heart of your bathroom interior. Together with our
great partners we reach the design and quality required for Simply Smart Living.

Our partners at Stockholm Furniture & Light fair 2020 are:

Smart solutions
for better living.
We at Vieser believe that nothing is impossible and that
everything can be done just a little bit smarter.
We continuously develop new products in order to serve up
the best solutions for our customers’ needs. Vieser offers
superior quality, functionality and durability.
Our selection has been designed to support people’s
interior design dreams and to inspire them to make
discerning choices that please the eye, create harmony
and help to improve the quality of life.

Accoya
Vieser Dot & Square
cover materials

Dekton
Shower wall and
floor materials,
Vieser Line, tiled
materials

Kärävä
Aspen panels

Vola
Shower heads

INR
Shower glass walls

novenberg.fi

cosentino.com/sv-se

www.karava.fi

inno.fi

inr.se

...or visit Makajo Showroom in
Stockholm and see more!
Brännkyrkagatan 82
118 23 Stockholm
www.makajo.com

– Annika Jyllilä-Vertigans, CEO, Vieser

At the stand:
Materials used as Vieser design cover materials
Dekton

Vieser design covers

Material

Shown as products

Dekton is an ultracompact surface that consists of a
sophisticated blend of the raw materials used to produce the
very latest in glass and porcelain as well as the highest quality
quartz work surfaces.
Ask for available Dekton materials from Cosentino
Nayla Grip

Accoya

Got interested? Get in touch.
thomas.collin@vieser.se or
vieser@vieser.fi
+46 703 436688
www.vieser.se

”For over four decades we
have focused on customercentric product design,
creating meticulously thoughtthrough, reliable products,
which ease our customers’
everyday experience. Now
we aim even higher. With
smarter solutions and evolved
designs, we support people’s
interior design dreams
and encourage inspired,
sustainable, choices.”

Edora

Material

Wood, but not as you know it. Modified timber in which
a process called acetylation, a cutting-edge patented
technology, enables it to resist rot, defy the elements and stay
strong for decades. Guaranteed for 50 years above ground
and 25 years in ground or freshwater, its performance and
properties are remarkable.

Vieser Line
Tiled

Shown as products

White
waxed

Vieser Dot
Wide lattice

Tiled

Material

Ce.Si. Ceramica
Cotone

More options for Vieser design covers:
Accoya

Oiled

Kebony

Oiled

Steel

Powder
coated
black

→ Check for more material and product options at vieser.se

Or choose your own…
The Vieser tiled gratings can be
overtiled with almost any material,
such as Dekton, floor tiles or for
example micro cement.

Shown as products

Vieser Square
Tiled

Vieser Square
Wide lattice

